VIRTOOL – Virtual Reality for Machine – Tool Training
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Abstract – VIRTOOL is an application that is part of the European Union supported project “Virtual Manipulation to Simulate Machine-Tool Processes” (VIRTOOL, CRAFT-1999-70292). The application is being developed by a consortium of two industrial enterprises (Alecop, IMH) and three partners in research and higher education (CEIT, TUD, ACM) from four European countries. The objective of this project is to design and develop a computer-supported learning environment for machine-tool processes by using interactive 3D graphics and virtual reality techniques. An integral part of this software will be an easy to use construction tool for the development of new 3D simulation models of machine-tools with the supporting learning material, which is based on a general instructional design model.
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1 Introduction

In many cases, the limitation of resources and the prevention of risks in industrial formation environments imply that the teaching does not have the desired quality. If classes are imparted to too many students, often it is not possible that all could practice with the real machinery by reason of limitation of time, space, or because the acquisition of the machine is not profitable for the educational institution. Another reason that implies the need of new teaching-tools lies in the impossibility of using the machinery in limit situations or allowing the self-directed learning, because it is a risk for the security of the student and the integrity of the machinery. For these motives, many times the explanations are limited to theoretical classes, and it implies that the correct evaluation of the students’ skills is not completely guaranteed.

Thanks to the advance of the computers, new possibilities appear in order to complement the practice with real machinery. The VR systems seem to be very adequate for the educational environments. These systems get ready the student before working with the real machinery. They put them in situations that are going to meet later without fear to probable errors and they have the opportunity of working the necessary time in order to acquire assurance. When these students use the real machinery they will identify the actions that should execute quickly in order to resolve the specific task. Also, VR systems offer the necessary flexibility in order to practice with machinery that the educational institution does not provide, and therefore they offer the student more knowledge than the theoretics.

VR systems themselves already are of great utility, but they will be even more if they are complemented with learning materials. An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) could guide the process of learning, identify the errors that the student commits and offer you the learning resources in order to solve them. The ITS is used with proved efficacy in fields like flight-training [1, 2] or the training for maintenance tasks [3] besides others. Also, applications like FROGALAN [4] have demonstrated to be useful in machine-tooling, since it permits to diagnose the knowledge of the student from a practical point of view.

2 Project objective

The objective of the VIRTOOL project is to design and develop a computer-supported learning environment for machine-tool (conventional and CNC) processes by using interactive 3D graphics and virtual reality techniques. Actually there are many virtual reality applications to manipulate systems but they are not completely
suitable to machine-tool operations. This tool specially focuses on the training aspects relating to machine-tool. However, the software integrates an easy to use preprocessing part that helps defining and generating new models of machine-tool and digital libraries of accessories. New learning material can be prepared in order to build a complete database of learning stages [5].

There are three main issues that can make the use of VIRTOOL relevant. First of all, the cost of the machines, which are expensive, secondly the availability of these machines (normally difficult for educational centres due to limitations of space and cost, etc.) and last but not least safety conditions. These reasons and the lower cost of new virtual reality equipment are ideal conditions, which favour the educations of students with VIRTOOL.

VIRTOOL-simulation machines offer the learner a broad range of different interactions by using two- and tri-dimensional human-computer-interfases [6,7]. The interaction alternatives could be divided in the set-up of the machine-tool and the machining itself. In the machine-tool set-up, the learners always have more than one alternative to perform the operations of greasing and lubrication, loading workpiece plan file, mounting the workpiece trunnion tooling or mounting the cutting tool.

Also in machining, VIRTOOL-machines offer the learner different possibilities to define the machining process, mount the workpiece, select parameters, orientate the cutting tool, select the security elements, set-up the tool, operate the machine, measure the workpiece and finish the process.

Errors will occur as naturally as they occur in real live machinery and will be simulated as dramatically as it is technically possible to show the learner the possible results of misconceptions or wrong operations. But there are two general differences between real live machining and maximum authentic VR-simulations. First, nothing happens physically and second, it is probable that the cognitive processes of the learners are enhanced and positively supported.

Currently, the development of the software has not finished yet (it is supposed to finish in 2003). VIRTOOL Master is nearly finished and VIRTOOL Generic is close to a very advanced prototype version. On the other hand, VIRTOOL Machine gathers many of the functions described in this paper but it is a basic prototype version.

3 Software description

3.1 Introduction and schema of the system architecture

VIRTOOL is a software tool formed by four applications: Master, Generic, Case Generator and Machine. The first three applications constitute the preprocessing step. Firstly, VIRTOOL Master generates machine-tool models, both conventional and CNC, that is, it builds the kinematic definition for each machine and assigns this definition to the different assemblies or parts of the whole machine. The geometric parts are imported in VRML 2.0 standard format from CAD applications. On the other hand, VIRTOOL Generic allows machine-tools manufacturers and professors to generate specific elements or accessories libraries for different machines. Cutting tools, holders and fixtures, mounting tools or measurement tools are some examples of these accessories. The last application of the pre-processing step is VIRTOOL Case Generator, where teachers produce cases or exercises according to the learners’ knowledge and generate the knowledge database that later will provide feedback in VIRTOOL Machine.

VIRTOOL Machine, which is based on virtual reality techniques, is the final application to be used in the training process. This application offers the learners a wide range of different interactions by using two and three-dimensional computer interfaces. It imports the machine and elements definition from Master and Generic, and the case information from VIRTOOL Case Generator.

The software of VIRTOOL project is developed using Microsoft Visual C++ and Microsoft Windows 2000 OS. VIRTOOL Master, Generic and Machine also use OpenGL graphical library for the visualization of 3D environments.

Figure 1 shows the schema of the system architecture.

3.2 Description of the applications

3.2.1 VIRTOOL Master

VIRTOOL Master application’s main function is to define machine-tools specific models. CAD files are preferably imported in VRML 2.0 standard format, although other formats like VRML 1.0 or STL are also supported. Every CAD file represents any part of the machine and the user (engineers and manufacturers with technical overview) builds the geometry of the machine grouping each machine part in different assemblies. These geometrical relationships are stored in a XML file.

The next step is to generate a XML file with the kinematics of the model, taking into account the different kinematic elements (bodies) and their relationship and dependence (joints). It is possible to produce any machine-tool kinematics providing that it is an open-chain kinematics. Subsequently, the user can build the machine step by step, assigning kinematic properties to machine’s assemblies and watching the result on a 3D graphic window.

As a result, VIRTOOL Master produces a final XML file with the complete machine definition. The previously described procedure can be seen in Figure 2.

3.2.2 VIRTOOL Generic

VIRTOOL Generic is thought to be a very useful application for both manufacturers and teachers from manufacturing schools. It allows generating a complete digital library of machine-tool elements or accessories, such as cutting tools, tool holders and fixtures, mounting tools,
measurement hand tools and lubricating and coolant oils. The main benefit provided by VIRTOOL Generic is the possibility to introduce several elements from different manufacturers and to finally obtain a digital library where learners can choose between almost all the cutting tools that are sold in the market or between different clamping systems. The VIRTOOL Generic schema is depicted in Figure 3.

The user can define the necessary parameters of each element while he can view the correspondent 3D model and a 2D schematic drawing (useful when defining cutting tools for example). The machine-tool 3D model can be visualized in another window, although all its properties were previously defined in VIRTOOL Master. VIRTOOL Generic produces a final XML file, where elements properties are stored.

3.2.3 VIRTOOL Case Generator

With this software-tool, content experts such as teachers, textbook-authors or curriculum-designers can generate special cases or series of cases according to the content, the knowledge of the students, their abilities and the machine properties, which are defined in VIRTOOL Master and Generic.

But also machine-tool manufacturers are able to create special cases, even for further vocational training of their employees, to underline the special abilities and strengths of a particular machine, or to make rather complex product more transparent.

In Figure 4, the main functions of VIRTOOL Case Generator are summarised. The user, commonly a teacher, states which are the main objectives of the
exercise and introduces a 2D drawing of the required workpiece. Some additional material is also added to the case in order to help learners when they must work with the machine within the virtual environment; tutorials and demos (videos) are part of this help material.

Last but not least, it is important to underline that VIRTOOL Machine is not a machine-tool dynamic simulator and thus, some extra information, based on teacher’s experience, should be included in the case’s information so as to produce errors and the subsequent feedback. Hence, VIRTOOL Case Generator provides the possibility to define allowed and forbidden operations and their effects. This list can be stored for following cases.

3.2.4 VIRTOOL Machine

VIRTOOL Machine is the final application to be used in the training process. Teachers will use the tool to prepare different training exercises for a specific machine-tool and adapt it to their students’ needs. The students themselves will receive specific training for a real machine by using virtual machine simulations. Figure 5 depicts VIRTOOL machine’s concept, which is described in the following lines.

VIRTOOL Machine is a desktop VR system, where the user interacts with the virtual environment by using a 2D mouse or a 3D mouse and receives stereo visualization and sound feedback. VIRTOOL Machine is thought to be a low cost application, since it might be mostly used in classrooms. In addition to the visual and manipulation modules, the other principal module is the collision detection module.

This application imports all the data that have been previously generated in VIRTOOL Master, Generic and Case Generator. Machine-tool 3D models information is received from Master, while the properties of the accessories and cases’ information arise from Generic and Case Generator respectively. This cases’ information implies the establishment of a knowledge database.

Although material removal simulation was not one of the project’s objectives, the consortium noticed the possibility to integrate the CNC simulator WinUnisoft [8] whose owner is Alecop. This integration has not been performed yet, but due to the modularity of the CNC simulator, there is a serious possibility to include the simulation even in the main environment of VIRTOOL Machine.

Feedback gain importance since VIRTOOL Machine is focused on learning and training processes in classrooms and in manufacturing factories. In addition to visual and sound feedback, VIRTOOL Machine also produces some data feedback. Different errors might be happened during the machine’s manipulation and the feedback to these errors may be visualized in the 3D window (e.g. fixtures or tool release, tool fracture) or may be loomed like error messages suggesting possible causes and solutions. Automatic evaluation is also a very useful feedback tool to give learners the result of their performance.
4 Instructional design

The creation of a workpiece is generally characterised by a fixed procedure that is defined by a different number of decisions, different levels of complexity or sub-decisions and alternatives. The basic procedure remains the same and should therefore build an anchor for the learners to gain insight into the different areas of the professional skills.

As students need to understand this basic scheme, an expert can be provided to show the students his procedures when creating a workpiece and to make his internal thinking processes visible. Psychologists call this the externalisation of tacit knowledge [9, 10].

In the classroom, normally the teacher takes over this part with the help of computer-based learning or teaching videos. The latter enable the students to rewind and to have a closer look at particular sequences and therefore to revise more deeply.

The video where knowledge is embedded can be stopped and replayed individually, a procedure that has proved to be successful in many classroom environments. Broad research results for technical professions have yet to be provided [11, 12]. The students are provided with a broad selection of tasks to be solved. The single tasks equal the production of workpieces, as demanded in the professional requirements, which are supported by the learning environments. Every single task is designed like a case study by applying holistic, activity-oriented approaches.

Case studies can be worked on in any order and choice. There are studies with appropriate levels for each lesson content. Furthermore, it is planned to introduce
transfer cases where students can use the knowledge in different areas and the use of knowledge outside the working world or the specific learning situation. The construction tool Case Generator offers the opportunity to enlarge the number of cases and to create more learning material. This ensures that teachers in the classroom can choose the case that suits best for the lesson and work on it with the students.

Research in the area of self-directed learning has shown that beginners learn more effectively when some guiding is provided for them, whereas learning through trial and errors is not suitable in early learning stages [13,14]. A self-study mode is therefore installed to suggest the learning sequences which are useful for further self-directed learning.

With the aim of improving the learning system, Artificial Intelligence techniques are being evaluated. The learning process of every student is not the same. There are concepts that some students learn quicker than others. Therefore, it would be adequate to adapt the system to them. This is feasible by embedding an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) in VIRTOOL that customizes the teaching with each student model. The students’ skills are evaluated by means of specific tasks to resolve. In test situations, similar cases to the ones of the learning sequences are used. Learners should identify the type of given task and apply the correct knowledge structures in order to resolve it successfully. The ITS verifies the students’ understanding and shows them a suitable learning material according to the evaluation result. The ITS is a good way to help human instructors in learning processes.

A special interest is also given to the evaluation processes. During the learning phases, it is possible for the student to self-evaluate every single step or decision by simulating its typical desired or non-desired results. The effects will be shown to the student by visual and audible simulation of the machine, the tool movements and the changes of the workpiece-shape. But it will also be possible to simulate the destruction of the workpiece, the tool, or the entire machine itself. These evaluation processes are analysed by the ITS, which updates the student model for resolving the next learning step.

Therefore, Case Generator is the responsible of creating learning material and ITSs are computer-based instructional systems with models of instructional content that specify what to teach, and teaching strategies that specify how to teach [15,16].

5 Conclusions

VIRTOOL is a software which can

- Make training processes in initial and further vocational education more efficient by using a state of the art instructional design based on the latest psychological and pedagogical findings and on the latest technology, e.g. VR and 3D-interaction devices.
- Reduce the risk for accidents during the training processes when using powerful machine-tools.
- Reduce the costs for educational processes.
- Increase the availability of machines that are normally not used by educational centres because of its specialisation.
- Help machine-tool manufacturers to explain their complex and complicated products.
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